
10 more odd Ferraris we almost forgot
Lead 
Be it show cars, factory prototypes or well-connected customers’ bespoke commissions, the Ferrari songbook is littered with interesting side notes that, sadly, failed to
stand the test of time. Our previous 'Ferraris we almost forgot' story proved so popular that we’ve served up a second instalment…

Ferrari 330 GTS Targa by Harrah

The road-going 330 was clearly the Ferrari to make your own – this unique GTS Targa was built by Bill Harrah for an American distributor in 1969. That vast rear window
must have been eye-wateringly expensive to produce then; we can't imagine sourcing one today...

Ferrari NART 365 GTB/4 Daytona Competizione Spyder

Between 1974 and 1980, Luigi Chinetti commissioned Michelotti to create three one-off Ferraris based on the Daytona Spider, one of which was, bizarrely, intended to race
at Le Mans in 1975. Though it never actually raced at La Sarthe (Chinetti had fallen out with the ACO and withdrawn all NART’s cars the night before the race), it was
entered in the 1978 Daytona 24 Hours and enjoyed subsequent success in the 2003 Ferrari Historic Challenge.

Ferrari 330 GTC by Zagato

If your 330 GTC suffered an accident and you fancied doing something a bit left field, who better to send it to than the avant-garde coachbuilder Zagato? This was Luigi
Chinetti’s thinking in 1973, and the new bespoke body would be to his exacting standards. Say what you will, the result is an archetypal Seventies Zagato design. We love
it.

Ferrari 275 P by Luigi Chinetti Jr. and Robert Peak
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“The creation of this 275 P represents an unprecedented collaboration of European and American philosophies,” read the sales card. ‘Coco’ Chinetti and commercial artist
Bob Peak entrusted Michelotti to build their voluptuous co-designed body on a 275 P chassis, which had previously suffered fire damage at Le Mans. High-speed stability
was a key consideration, apparently.

Ferrari 365 GT4 2+2 ‘Croisette’ by Felber

Just because you can dream it, that’s not to say it’ll work. Take this kitsch shooting-brake version of the 365 GT4 2+2, designed by the Swiss coachbuilder Willy Felber, for
example.

Ferrari 330 GT 2+2 Navarro Special

Allegedly, the Italian nightclub tycoon Norbert Navarro didn’t care for the Ferrari 330 GT’s styling, so he had Drogo build one to his own rather quirky design. When Chinetti
caught wind of the ‘Golden Car’, he was smitten, quickly shipping it to the States to sell. It was painted red at one point, and trust us when we say... it wasn’t a pretty sight.

Ferrari Rossa by Pininfarina

Clearly inspired by the celestial 1950s 250 Testa Rossa, Pininfarina’s pretty Rossa concept was designed as a Ferrari of the future. In reality, about the only feature that was
adopted were the teardrop rear tail-lights, which were subsequently seen on the Enzo.

Ferrari P6 Berlinette Speciale by Pininfarina
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An engineless design study that inspired both the Berlinetta Boxer and the 308/328 series cars, Pininfarina’s P6 was revealed at the 1968 Turin Motor Show. Resplendent in
white, its design was conservative and crisp; an elegant taste of things to come.

250 GT Lusso Speciale

As if this 250 GT Lusso weren’t speciale enough, its first owners had it re-bodied by Medardo Fantuzzi, who incorporated a longer, more aerodynamic nose, cowled
headlights, and a more pronounced rear spoiler. A later owner had the GTO/LMB fairings installed. Pininfarina built a similar long-nose Lusso (sans GTO bits), which it
displayed at the 1964 London Motor Show.

ASA 1000 GT ‘Ferrarina’

Okay, so it’s not strictly a Ferrari. But the ASA 1000 GT wouldn’t have come to be if it weren’t for Enzo Ferrari’s savvy idea to create a small-capacity sports car to boost the
revenue stream. Ferrari built a prototype and, although the Modenese marque never took up the project, ASA was formed to build and sell it. It was even nicknamed
the 'Ferrarina' – there was no way il Commendatore would allow such a car officially to bear his hallowed name. 

Photos: RM Auctions, Bonhams, Pininfarina, Gooding & Co., DK Engineering, Ferrari.
Gallery 
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